Dry Action Cleaning Tools

Dry action cleaning tools provide an easy way to thoroughly clean termini in all Glenair fiber optic connection systems. The dry cleaning strand gently sweeps away dust and residue without the need for solvents. Dry action cleaning tools are easy to use, durable, and crush- and impact-resistant.

Dry action cleaning tool for MIL-DTL-38999 system

**GCLT - H160**

Dry action cleaning tool for GFOCA system

**GCLT - HC250**

Dry action cleaning tool for D38999 #20 and Mighty Mouse #20HD systems

**GCLT - H100**

Dry action cleaning tool for MTP, MPO, MT (female and male) connectors

**GCLT - MPO**

Dry action cleaning tool for GHD, NGCON, and ARINC 801 systems

**GCLT - H125**

Dry action cleaning tool for 2.0 mm MIL-PRF-28876 system

**GCLT - H200**

Dry action cleaning tool for SC, ST, and FC connectors

**GCLT - C250**

Dry action cleaning tool for LC and MU connectors

**GCLT - C125**

Dry action cleaning tool for MT male connectors

**GCLT - MTC - RE**

- A simple push motion engages tool
- Audible click when tool is fully engaged
- Durable—over 525 engagements per tool
- Crush resistant to over 250N
- Impact resistant to survive drops over 1.5M

Dry Action Cleaning Tools provide an easy way to thoroughly clean termini in all Glenair fiber optic connection systems. The dry cleaning strand gently sweeps away dust and residue without the need for solvents. Dry action cleaning tools are easy to use, durable, and crush- and impact-resistant.

A simple push motion engages tool.
Audible click when tool is fully engaged.
Durable—over 525 engagements per tool.
Crush resistant to over 250N.
Impact resistant to survive drops over 1.5M.
Dry Action Cleaning Tools for test adapters
These dry action cleaning tools are configured for use with clean-through Glenair test adapters for GHD, NGCON, ARINC 801 and D38999 fiber optic connection systems.

Dry action cleaning tool for GHD, NGCON, and ARINC 801 test adapters
GCLT - HA125

Dry action cleaning tool for MIL-DTL-38999 test adapters
GCLT - HA160

Cleaning Swabs
Precision swabs for cleaning 1.25mm, 2.00mm, 2.5mm and Glenair 181-001 termini. Designed to work with cleaning solution to remove contaminants.

Fiber optic cleaning swab for part 181-001 socket terminus - 50 swabs/bag
187 - 024

Fiber optic cleaning swabs 1.25 mm cletop - bag of 5 swabs
187 - 021

Fiber optic cleaning swab 2.00 mm and 2.50 mm cletop - 5 swabs/bag
187 - 045